
 

 

8 in 1 Air Fryer Grill 

User Manual 

 

 

 

Model No.: MS-201 / PLU 142970 

220-240V~, 50-60Hz, 1700W 

        

Suitable for family use 

 

This product is an electric heating appliance. For your safety and convenience, 

please read this User Manual carefully and follow the steps. Please keep it for 

future reference. 

  



 
I. WARNING 

Please observe the following safety precautions before using this product. 

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTION 

1. Please read this User Manual carefully before using the product. 

2. Do not immerse the power cord, plug and indoor grill in water in case of electric shock. 

3. Before using this indoor grill, be sure to untie all the power cords wrapped around the back 

to avoid the accident. 

4. When the electric indoor grill is working or after use, the external surface temperature is 

high, and touch is not allowed to prevent burns. 

5. Use this product with extra care when children are around. Children are not allowed to use 

this product on their own or keep it out of reach of children 

6. When the unit is on, do not swing the plug or socket to avoid strong currents and injuries 

by sparks. 

7. Never hang the power cord on the edge of a cabinet/table or on a hot surface. 

8. If the power cord or plug is damaged, or the oven fails, stop using it and seek a professional 

to repair or replace it. 

9. If the power cord is damaged, it shall be replaced by the manufacturer or a professional to 

avoid danger. 

10. Do not damage, bend, stretch, or twist the power cord; do not place heavy objects on the 

power cord or clamp the power cord. 

11. When the indoor grill is not in use, the plug shall be pulled out of the socket to avoid electric 

shock or electric leakage fire due to insulation aging. 

12. The matching accessories shall be used correctly to avoid fire or injuries caused in 

operation. 

13. The indoor grill shall be placed in a dry environment and shall not be used outdoors. 

14. During the use of the indoor grill ,provide at least 6 inches of space above and on all sides 

for air circulation.. 

15. Keep the indoor grill  in a stable place and keep it away from flammable materials. 

16. Only consumable food can be cook in the grill. Do not put large pieces of food or metal 

objects in the indoor grill in case of fire or danger. 

17. Do not place the following items in the grill for grilling, such as paper, cards, plastic, cloth, 

and flammable items. 

18. When moving or repairing the indoor grill, unplug the power cord and wait for the grill to 

cool before proceeding. 



19. When the indoor grill is working, do not open the hood to move the cooking tray or other 

accessories to avoid burns caused by high temperature or high-temperature liquid. 

20. Do not place anything on the indoor grill. Do not cover or obstruct the heat dissipation 

position of the indoor grill. 

21. This product is for home use only. Do not use this grill for any other purpose not specified. 

22. All maintenance must be carried out by professional personnel. 

23. This appliance cannot be operated with an external timer or a separate remote control. 

24. This device cannot be used by children, mental patients, people with physical challenges 

and those who are slow to respond unless guided by a person who is able to use it. 

25.This appliance can be used by persons with reduces physical,sensory or mental capabilities 

or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction 

concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. 

26.Do not use this appliance for deep-frying. 

 
 

 



II. Names of Main Parts              

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



III . Know your indoor grill 
The control panel display shows time in an HH:MM format. Cooking temperature and cooking 

time show alternating. 

 

FUNCTION BUTTONS 

Air crisp:For crispiness and crunch with little to no oil, like French fries. 

Roast:Tenderize meats,roast vegetables and more. 

Dehydrate: Dehydrate meats,fruits,and vegetables for healthy homemade snacks. 

Bake:use to bake cakes,treats,desserts and more. 

Pizza:use to cook pizza, fit for 8 inches pizza. 

Broil: this function is suitable for thawing all kinds of meat. 

Grill:Grill indoors while creating even char,grill marks and grilled flavor. 

Manual: it is an additional function for manual setting for different kinds of food and different flavor. 

 

TIPS BUTTONS 

Preheat:Press the START/STOP button to begin preheating after choose the preset program (Function 

buttons above mentioned), or if need to adjust the time or temperature (these time and temperature 

adjusting are specially for cooking process, preheat process cannot be adjusted) .The light of preheat 

button will turn on. It takes about 5 minutes to preheat, depending on the selected temperature setting.  

 

 

 

 

Add food: When preheating is complete ,the unit will beep and the light of Add Food button will turn 

on . Open the hood and place ingredients on the cooking plate. Once the hood is closed, cooking will 

begin and the timer will start counting down. If need to open the hood during the cooking process, unit 

will pause temporary; close the hood, unit will continue the previous working automatically, no need to 

press START/STOP button again. After 3 seconds, if press START/STOP button, then pause cooking 

process. During the cooking process, time and temperature can be adjusted by pressing the TIME & 

TEMP arrow button. 

           If the hood do not open to add the food inside after the preheat process finished, unit will 

keep working as the preheat mode. If still not open the hood and add food after 30 minutes, the unit will 

NOTE: Time or temperature of preheat process are set, cannot be adjusted. If no need the preheat process, press the 

chosen function/program button again during the preheat process, then cancel the preheat process and ADD FOOD 

light turn on for notification. 



turn off automatically. 

 

OPERATING BUTTONS 
Power Button:  

Once the unit is plugged in, press the    power   button to turn on the unit. It will enter the standby 

mode, lights of power button and display turn on. Pressing it during cooking stops the current cooking 

function and turns off the unit. 

      Once the cooking process finished, unit will beep 5 sounds and display shows END, lights of 

buttons will be off except the Power button, heating element stops working, motor will keep working 

1 minute then display turn off, all lights turn off, enter into switch off mode. If need to stop working in 

advance, press power button to switch off. 

 

TEMP arrows:  

Use the left and right            TEMP  arrows to adjust the cooking temperature in any function, 

choosing any program and then adjust the cooking temperature if need, then press START/STOP 

button to start cooking. When using the Grill function, toggle the GRILL button or TEMP arrow button 

to adjust cooking temperature mode --LOW,MED,HIGH,MAX. 

To adjust the temperature, every adjustment with 10°F/5℃ by pressing one time the arrow buttons, 

if long press the arrow buttons more than 2 seconds, every adjustment with 30°F/10℃ fast change. 

 

TIME arrows:  

Use the left and right            TIME arrows to adjust the cook time in any function,choosing any 

program and then adjust the cooking time if need, then press START/STOP button to start cooking. 

To adjust the time, every adjustment with 1 minute by pressing one time the arrow buttons, of long 

press the arrow buttons more than 2 seconds, every adjustment with 5 minutes fast change.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

START/STOP button: After selecting temperature and time,press the START/STOP button to 

begin cooking. During the preheat process, press the START/STOP button, unit pause working, 

display flash - - - -; press START/STOP button again, continue working. During cooking process, 

press the START/STOP button, unit pause working, display showing time stops, press button 

again, continue working.  

          If need to re-choose the function during the preheat and cooking process, need to 

press START/STOP button and then re-choose the function.   

 

STANDBY MODE: The unit will power off if no any interaction with the control panel for 

1min .The unit will power off  if choosing function is stop or canceled and no any 

interaction with the control panel for 5 min. 

 

        Under the standby mode, in the same time,press Temperature  arrow button and 

NOTE: To adjust temperature or time during cooking ,press the up and down arrows.The unit will then resume at those 

setting. All the time or temperature adjustments before preheating, during preheating and cooking are referring to cooking 

process, not preheat process. 



Broil button together to change temperature symbol ℃ and °F, display will show F or C, after 

chosen, will confirm in 3 seconds. During the preheat and cooking process, can change the 

temperature symbol in the same way. 

 

 

 

Ⅳ BEFORE FIRST USE 

1, Remove all packaging material, promotional labels, and tape from the unit. 

2, Remove all accessories from the package and read this manual carefully.Please pay particular 

attention to operational instructions,warnings,and important safeguards to avoid any injury or 

property damage. 

3,Wash the grill grate ,splatter shield,crisper basket,cleaning brush,veggie tray,griddle kebabs,and 

cooking pot in warm,soapy water,then rinse and dry thoroughly.The grill grate,splatter shield,crisper 

basket,cooking pot are also dishwasher safe.NEVER clean the main unit in the dishwasher. 

 

Ⅴ USING YOUR 8 IN 1 INDOOR GRILL 
SPLATTER SHIELD 

Located on the underside of the hood, the splatter shield keeps the heating element clean.ALWAYS ensure the 

splatter shield is installed when cooking, Failure to use the splatter shield will result in oil buildup on the heating 

element,which can cause smoking. 

 

Removing the splatter shield 

Remove the splatter shield for cleaning after every use. First allow the splatter shield to cool completely, then 

remove it by using your thumb to release the front clip by pushing the front clip upward and using your other hand 

to pull one of the tabs toward you. This will release the splatter shield ,allowing you to pull it out of the slot along 

the back of the hood. 

 

Installing the splatter shield 

To install, gently push the splatter shield into the back of the hood. Insert the back tab o shield with the slot on the 

back of the hood.Then push the splatter shield upward until it clicks into the clip on the front of the hood. 

 

COOKING FUNCTIONS 

Ensure thee unit is plugged in before turning it on.Press the power button. 

 

Grill  

1 Place the cooking pot in the unit with the indent on the pot aligned with the rear bump on the main unit.Then 

place the grill grate in the pot. 

2 Press the GRILL button .The default temperature is HIGH 400°F /205℃ and default time is 20 minutes. 

Press Grill or TEMP arrow buttons to adjust the temperature setting include Low, Med, High, Max  and press 

TIME arrow to adjust cooking time from 1min to 30 min. 

3,Press the START/STOP button to begin preheating. The light will turn on during preheating. 

4,When Preheating is complete, the light will turn off and beep for 5 sounds. 

5,The light of ADD FOOD will turn on. 



6,Open the hood and place ingredients on the grill grate. Once the hood is closed, cooking will begin and the 

timer will start counting down. 

 

 

 

 

7, When cook time is complete,the unit will beep 5 sounds and END will appear on the LED display screen. Keep 

the hood open after removing you food so the unit will cool down more quickly.  

 

GRILL CONTROL  

When using the Grill function,you will need to select the grill grate temperature setting. Below are recommended 

temperature levels for common ingredients. 

LOW 300°F/150℃ MED  350°F/175℃ HIGH 400 °F/205℃ MAX  450°F/230℃ 

Bacon Sausages  Frozen meats Steaks Fruit 

Using thick barbecue 

sauce 

Marinated sauced meat Chicken wings Frozen seafood 

Calzones  Whole Chicken Kebabs 

  Hot dogs  

 

 

Air Crisp 
1 Place the cooking pot in the unit with the indent on the pot aligned with the bump on the main unit.Place 

the crisper basket in the pot,then close the hood. 

2 Press the AIR CRISP button .The default temperature is  400°F/205℃ and default time is 18 minutes. 

Press TEMP arrow button to adjust the temperature setting from 120°F/50℃ to 450°F/230℃  and press 

TIME arrow to adjust cooking time from 1min to 60 mins. 

3,Press the START/STOP button to begin preheating. The light will turn on during preheating. 

4,When Preheating is complete,the light will turn off and beep for 5 sounds. 

5,The light of ADD FOOD will turn on. 

6,Open the hood and place ingredients on the grill grate. Once the hood is closed,cooking will begin and the 

timer will start counting down. 

7,For best result, we recommend shaking ingredients frequently. When you open the hood,the unit will 

Pause.Use silicone tipped tongs when tossing your food or oven mitts to shake the basket.When done,replace 

the basket and close the hood . Cooking will automatically resume after hood is closed. 

 

Roast 

1,Place cooking pot in the unit with the indent on the pot aligned with the bump on the main 

unit,then close the hood. 

2, Press the ROAST button.The default temperature is 400°F/205℃ and default time is 25mins will 

display, .Use the TEMP arrows  to adjust cooking temperature from 120°F/50℃ to 400°F/ 220 ℃and 

press TIME arrow to adjust cooking time from 1min to 240 mins. 

3,Press the START/STOP button to begin preheating. The light will turn on during preheating. 

4,When Preheating is complete,the light will turn off and beep for 5 sounds. 

5,The light of ADD FOOD will turn on. 

NOTE: during cooking,you can open the hood to check on or flip your food. The timer will pause when the hood is opened 

and then automatically resume after it is closed. 



6,Open the hood and place ingredients in the pot. Once the hood is closed,cooking will begin and the timer 

will start counting down. 

 

Bake  

1,Place cooking pot in the unit with the indent on the pot aligned with the bump on the main 

unit,then close the hood. 

2, Press the BAKE button.The default temperature is 350°F/175℃ and default time is 25mins will 

display, .Use the TEMP arrows  to adjust cooking temperature from 120°F /50℃to 400°F /205℃ and 

press TIME arrow to adjust cooking time from 1min to 120 min. 

3,Press the START/STOP button to begin preheating. The light will turn on during preheating. 

4,When Preheating is complete,the light will turn off and beep for 5 sounds. 

5,The light of ADD FOOD will turn on. 

6,Open the hood and place ingredients in the pot. Once the hood is closed,cooking will begin and the timer 

will start counting down. 

 

 

Dehydrate 

1,Place cooking pot in the unit with the indent on the pot aligned with the bump on the main 

unit,then add a single layer of ingredients to the bottom of the pot.Place the crisper basket in 

the pot and add a layer of ingredients to the bottom of the basket.Close the hood. 

2, Press the DEHYDRATE button.The default temperature is 120°F /50℃and default time is 360mins 

will display, .Use the TEMP arrow buttons  to adjust cooking temperature from 120°F/50℃ to 200°F/ 

90℃ and press TIME arrow buttons to adjust cooking time from 0.5H  to 24H. If long press the arrow buttons 

more then 2 seconds, every adjustment with 30 minutes  fast change.  

3,Press the START/STOP button to begin .The unit does not need to preheat. 

4, When dehydration time is complete,the unit will beep and END will appear on the display screen.Remove 

your food and close the hood. 

 

 

 

Pizza 

1,Place pizza plate in the unit with the indent on the pot aligned with the bump on the main 

unit,then close the hood. 

2, Press the Pizza button.The default temperature is 380°F/195℃ and default time is 25mins will 

display, .Use the TEMP arrows  to adjust cooking temperature from 120°F /50℃to 400°F /205℃ and 

press TIME arrow to adjust cooking time from 1min to 90 mins. 

3,Press the START/STOP button to begin preheating. The light will turn on during preheating. 

4,When Preheating is complete,the light will turn off and beep for 5 sounds. 

5,The light of ADD FOOD will turn on. 

NOTE:The unit does not preheat in this function. 



6,Open the hood and place ingredients in the pizza plate. Once the hood is closed,cooking will begin and the 

timer will start counting down. 

 
 

Broil  

1,Place cooking pot in the unit with the indent on the pot aligned with the bump on the main 

unit,Place ingredients in the pot ,then close the hood. 

2, Press the Broil button.The default temperature is 400°F/205℃ and default time is 10mins will 

display, .Use the TEMP arrows  to adjust cooking temperature from 120°F/50℃ to 450°F/230℃  and 

press TIME arrow to adjust cooking time from 1min to 60 min. 

3,Press the START/STOP button to begin . The unit does not preheat in Broil mode. 

4,When cook time is complete,the unit will beep and END will appear on the display screen.Remove your 

food and close the hood. 

 

 

Manual  
1,It is a special function for different food and different flavor . 

2,The default temperature is 120°F /50℃and default time is 1 min will display, .Use the TEMP arrows  

to adjust cooking temperature from 120°F/50℃ to 450°F /230℃ and press TIME arrow to adjust cooking 

time from 1min to 120 min.  

 
 

 

Tips: 

After the cooking is finished, the motor will keep on working 60 seconds to cool down the unit, 

it is recommended to open the hood after the motor stops working.  

 

VI. Clean and Maintenance 
1. Unplug the power cord before cleaning the indoor grill and allow the grill to cool down 

completely.  

2. The inner and outer surfaces of the grill, grill plate ,cooking pot and crisper basket  

can be cleaned with a soft cotton cloth or sponge with a neutral detergent and cleaned 

with water.  

3. Do not use hard brushes or articles for cleaning to avoid damaging the inner surface 

of the grill and the protective layer of the accessories.  

4. Do not use toxic and corrosive cleaning agents such as gasoline, thinners, or polish.  

5. The cleaned parts must be wiped dry before plugging in.  

NOTE:The unit with preheat in this function. 

NOTE: The unit does not preheat in this function. 



6. Please do not clean the heating tube. 

7. Do not immerse the grill  in a liquid such as water.  

 

VII. After-sales Service 
1. The Company offers a one-year free warranty for the whole machine. 

2. The start date of the warranty shall be the date on the invoice. 

3. Each of the following situations is not covered by the warranty: 

 Damage caused by improper use, storage and maintenance by consumers. 

 Damage caused due to disassembly and repair by the maintenance points not 

designated by the Company. 

 No valid invoices. 

 Damage caused by force majeure. 

 

4. The company's customer service center is still eager to serve you for the products that are 

not covered by the warranty. 

5. If the product is faulty, please contact our designated service point or customer service 

center. 

 

VIII. Special Statement 
1. All contents of this document have been carefully checked. If there is any misunderstanding 

of print or content, the company reserves the right of final interpretation. 

2. For the technical improvements of the product, they will be compiled into the new manual 

without prior notice; if the appearance and color of the product are changed, the actual 

product shall prevail. 

3. This product is for home use only. 

 

Safety Statement 
 

1. Under any condition, if heating element works, motor should work in the same time. 

2. Under working condition, if open the hood, unit goes into pause stage, heating   

element and motor should stop working. Close the hood, unit continue working. 

3. During working condition, if open the hood more than 4 minutes no other operation,   

unit beeps 2 sounds every 10 seconds, after 1 minute, unit switches off automatically. 

4. Under working or standby mode, open the hood, display shows OPEN; under switch  

off mode, open the hood, display shows - - - -. 

5. Unit with function self-checking and defectives notification. 


